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1:44 Jesus gave Steve Hill a vision that false teaching has reached avalanche proportions
3:44 Mentored by past powerful men of God
4:55 We have to go to Jesus, we cannot wait for Jesus to come to us, we have to pursue
God, not God pursue us
5:50 Steve started 13 churches and an orphanage
07:00 Argentina revival by Carlos Anaconda, one of the keys was casting out the
demonic
7:50 for 5 years Steve preached at Pensacola, FL (Brownsville revival)
9:15 if you do not believe in the super natural, then you do not believe in Jesus
9:35 and the devil tried to kill Steve with cancer (must have been some sin issue like
being in God’s permissive will rather than perfect will, etc.)
10:24 supernatural vision from Jesus, saw a vision, ski resort, mountain of snow – too
much snow, avalanche proportions
11:30 this mountain of snow is the false teaching in the church, ready to crash down on
innocent Christians, people giving their tithes and offerings,
12:13 Bible college says as a Christian you are fee to sin, sexual sin is ok, etc because the
blood covers it,
12:45 we are worshipping man (church leaders, politicians)
13:08 our job is to destroy the avalanche (false teachings in the church) before it destroys
a bunch of people
14:22 Steve just got this vision (not 5 years ago), this is for today, like right now
14:46 They die because they do not listen, don’t go up to that mountain, but they go any
way, and one hour later he is looking for their dead bodies, we are making same mistake
spiritually
15:56 the avalanche probe is to find dead bodies
16:22 you know what you are doing is wrong, and you know what you are listening to is
wrong because it is feel good teaching
16:31 get out of the church that does not preach what the consequences of sin are
17:11 false teaching is flooding the churches and air waves
17:45 wrote a book - the spiritual avalanche of false teachings
18:50 people look to God as their “gini in a bottle” rub it and ask God to give you
something, come as you are, no need to find your sin, no need to repent, just ask and God
will heal you or give you whatever you want, keep living the same sinful life
20:40 Steve has been doing ministry for 37 years
22:24 no distance in the spirit realm, can pray for someone over the phone,
25:11 you have to start moving, move forward in the things of God, cannot steer a car
sitting still, go after God in worship and study the Bible, for yourself
Note from Rick: I grew up on a farm, for several years we raised sheep. Sheep are
known for being very dumb, and they are very afraid, they group together when being
attacked, the sheep on the outside of the group are easily taken, if just one sheep will go
through a gate, the whole herd will follow regardless of what dangers lie ahead. So…
sheep mentality is that if everyone else is doing it, it must be the right thing to do, just go
with the flow, just stay in the group, stay in the main stream of what everyone else is
doing, just blend in, just keep giving your tithes and offerings even if you know the
church or ministry is not teaching the correct things – sad. If 99 people are headed in a
certain direction, my advice to you is to go the opposite direction.

